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FOREWORD
Since that time, I have been borderline
obsessed with Joe’s work. From the birth of
Reverse Dieting, eliminating sodium and water
depletion, engineering the Progressive Linear
Load peaking strategy, and The 5 Phases of
Contest Prep, Joe is always two steps ahead
of the best in the industry when it comes to
bodybuilding practices.

When Natalie and I started working with
Dr. Joe back in 2019, we knew we were in
good hands. Arguably the best in the
industry. We had been following Joe for a
few years after meeting him through my
former coach Layne Norton, PhD.
Addressing the group attending his VIP
Camp in 2016, Layne introduced Joe as his
first coach and mentor, and went on to
say, “Everyone thinks I came up with
Reverse Dieting. I did not. That came from
him (pointing at Joe), I just popularized it.”

After spending the last two years working
with Dr. Joe and putting The 5 Phases of
Contest Prep to practice (among other
things), it was exciting to see the results of our
efforts. Our ratio of client first callouts, overall
titles, pro card wins, and pro show wins
increased dramatically. As a result, so did our
clientele. Nonetheless, I still was not satisfied.
There was something missing to tie everything
together.
As we continued to enjoy the success of
guiding our clients through The 5 Phases of
Contest Prep, I kept going back and forth over
what we did to put our clients in a position to
execute their prep. What worked? What did
not? What did we hit, or perhaps…what did we
miss? There is no question that putting a
successful off-season plan in place is critical.
But it is imperative to put a forward-thinking,
strategic concept into place. One that is
duplicable, though ultimate success relies on
the ability to progress on an individual basis.
In addition, one that allows for deviation,
when applicable, due to situational
circumstances at any given time.
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FOREWORD
Although we have been doing that
successfully, there wasn’t a clearly defined
continuity in place. If there was, it would
certainly raise the bar of how success in
bodybuilding is defined, just as Joe has done
in so many areas from The 5 Phases of
Contest Prep, Reverse Dieting, and even Peak
Week. After gathering my notes and going
over everything we’ve done in the past few
years, I brought an idea up to Dr. Joe, relying
on his years of experience. It was obvious, but
why not do for off-season what he did for
prep? He enthusiastically agreed and our
discussions began.

The goal is three-fold, but simple. A
proper off-season strategy should:
Be flexible enough to allow
transitioning from separate phases of
contest prep or for those new to
bodybuilding.
Set the client up with an evolving offseason program that ends in an
optimal position to properly execute
The 5 Phases of Contest Prep.
Create a state of continuous physique
improvement through a client’s
bodybuilding career

I would argue the combination of The 5
Phases of Off-Season Nutrition as a Set-Up
for the 5 Phases of Successful Contest Prep is
a paradigm shift in the art of bodybuilding
coaching. - Chet
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INTRODUCTION
When I helped a friend win a pro title by
staying hydrated, I wasn’t creating the
coaching industry, I was applying easy
science. That 20-year pre-social media span
proved crucial in developing a body of work
that inspired thousands to pursue nutrition and
exercise science academically, and tens of
thousands to choose personal nutrition
coaching as careers. It’s humbling to say the
least, and it has fueled a resurgence in my
energy to push even harder to create a
sustainable path for our industry.

It never ceases to be unweird to hear
someone refer to a concept I developed
and wrote about in my early career. I was
a student of science, a bodybuilder, a
nutrition and fitness writer, and I stumbled
into a role of helping clients prepare for
contests. When I created Flexible Dieting
to help my local clients and international
competitors navigate daily life, I wasn’t
revolutionizing diet culture, I was teaching
simple math.

Chet and Natalie are that fuel. I still love
helping clients reach goals, but I really love
helping coaches build careers to do the same.
We have licensed nutrition consultants through
our company The Diet Doc, LLC, for almost 20
years; I have been a part of certifying coaches
through the National Academy of Metabolic
Science and the Sport Nutrition Association;
and I personally teach and mentor coaches
like Chet and Natalie through my Apex Coach
Nutrition Entrepreneur program. Seeing them
grow into generational leaders makes it more
than fun.
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INTRODUCTION
Before we dig in, a quick note on writing
style. Because I spend a great deal of time
writing curriculum to certify, license, and train
nutrition coaches, I have rewritten much of the
content this e-book toward that perspective.
It certainly applies to coaches working with
clients or for competitors managing their own
process. I also want to personally thank the
Nichols for their hard work and you for being a
critical part in using safe and effective
principles within your scope of practice as a
coach, or for your own use as a competitor.
We all win by strengthening our adherence to
evidential knowledge and practices. So…let’s
go! - Joe
Collaborating with professionals like
Chet and Natalie on projects like this is
paving the road deeper into the future. It’s
opportunity for all of us. I have often
looked at files of hundreds of articles I
wrote for fitness and bodybuilding
magazines and thought to revisit some of
the concepts—a refresh. What if I
highlighted key changes in theory and
historical shifts? I could call the series The
Birth of an Industry. Maybe this e-book is
the first step.
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CONCEPT & SET-UP
Once a client commits to an event, or a
date, they often don’t realize they’ve created
a self-imposed prison. They have shared their
goal with close friends and feel like a failure if
they don’t follow through. It’s important to
remind them that the ultimate goal is their
success, not the arbitrary date or event that
originally motivated them.

Clients who want to achieve extreme
results often underestimate how much
body fat they will need to lose and the
amount of time it can take. Even if there
isn’t a time constraint, it’s important to
prepare them with realistic expectations
and a goal weight estimation. One
consideration to balance expectations is
to leave room for the experience to unfold
—to express that ultimate stopping points
can be decided and changed throughout
the journey.

Even experienced competitors can find
themselves in a race against the calendar.
Your first objective is to make sure clients can
be ready in time without forcing them into
physiological or psychological states of
impossibility. There is a limit to how far the
human body can go in specific amounts of
time in terms of fat loss. Pushing too hard can
lead to muscle loss, metabolic suppression,
binge eating, and a failure to reach goals.
Your design expectations begin with the
amount of time you schedule for the fat-loss
process.
What if a competitor was ready early? Can
one peak too soon?
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CONCEPT & SET-UP
When it’s applied to pre-contest dieting,
carbs can be gradually increased, stimulating
the metabolic rate without fat gain. More
food equals more strength and energy in the
gym. The increased work effort, matched with
the increased calories, leads to a regaining of
fullness and even recovered lean body mass.
This upward spiral, if truly measured and
carefully executed, will not only lead to
increased size, but can assist in losing still
more body fat.

I’ve written articles for decades solely
focused on the benefit of being ready for
a contest early enough that you have to
start adding food. I called this Metabolic
Building in order to describe the biological
process. The implications are not just
theoretical. We often end a diet with
massive eating and binging after a show,
so very few of us know what it’s like to
incrementally add food once a desired
level of body fat loss is reached.

You may have heard of this process
described as Reverse Dieting. I’m not a fan of
that phrase, but I think we’re stuck with it.
Dieting is a process by which we lose body
fat. Is our goal in “reversing” to gain body fat?
Some have misinterpreted it to be just that,
but it’s quite the opposite.
It’s an important transition for anyone
moving from a dieting phase to maintenance—
I would say the most critical element of the
process. Competitors and general population
clients should be prepared for this shift, but
what if we had time before an event, photo
shoot, or contest to increase food?
There are remarkable benefits you can
apply to the stage or event experience. When
you’re as lean as possible before the show,
and no longer aggressively dieting, you can
fine-tune peaking variables. You can learn
from that fine-tuning. You will also decrease
carbohydrate sensitivity and be more resilient
to spillover. You create more margin for error
on contest day.
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CONCEPT & SET-UP
Now, tack on an extra six weeks as a buffer
and to be able to start moving food levels
back up once contest-level leanness has been
achieved. I consider 20 to 24 weeks a normal
contest dieting phase, but only if the client
can reach optimal condition safely and
effectively. They might need even more time.

With the goal of being ready early, do
the biological math. Most men can count
on losing one to two pounds per week.
They may drop a little more some weeks, a
little less others. I’d predict one pound for
women, but again, met rates vary. View
contest pictures from years past and note
weight and condition for each one.
Objectively predict how much leaner the
client may need to be by comparing
pictures to top competitors. Calculate how
many weeks you realistically need to diet.
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TRANSITION PHASE
This is a wider gap that many don’t know
exists. It is very normal for weight loss to slow
after two or three weeks as the metabolism
settles into a state of calorie deficit versus
maintenance or even calorie surplus. You will
likely need to drop food levels a small amount,
more than once, from off-season amounts to
a dieting intake that will sustain a good fatloss pace.

The Transition Phase is best
characterized by the fact that metabolism
is at a high point from off-season food
levels and higher body fat levels. Glycogen
and water constitute a larger first-week
drop, but losses can continue quickly as
you work down toward a normal dieting
met rate. The amount of food required not
to lose weight serves to keep the
metabolism higher than when calorie
intake falls to a deficit low enough to lose
weight.

It can be confusing, so let me restate a little
differently. If I reduce calories by 500, a
general amount that might allow a pound- perweek fat loss, we know initial scale losses will
exceed a pound. Stored carbs and water will
be eliminated as well as fat. Within a week,
fat loss should be a good reflection ofwhat the
scale shows. But, fat loss may thenslow. The
amount of energy it took to maintaina higher
weight is an inflated value comparedto the
amount of calorie deficit it takes to consistently
lose body fat. It is often the case that we need
to shift into another gear soonafter starting a
fat-loss process. There will beother shifts, but a
first is almost always necessary in the
Transition Phase.
This Transition Phase will last
two to three weeks as you
find the right dieting
macronutrient levels
and then you’re ready
to cruise into the
Core Phase of
dieting.
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CORE PHASE
Even though we’re going to do everything to
preserve metabolic capacity, be prepared to
adjust food intake levels in different ways.

The Core Phase is where the bulk of
dieting time is spent. The body will settle
into a pace commensurate with food levels
and what individual genetics allow. Just
like during the Transition Phase, it isn’t
uncommon to need to adjust food levels
down occasionally. Remember that as a
person gets leaner and lighter, less energy
is needed for daily metabolic needs. The
metabolism will downregulate as part of
normal adaptation.

Recall that protein intake will likely be a
minimum of two times the RDA for this
extreme of a training population, and could
be as high as three times the RDA. Protein
need won’t theoretically fluctuate, but I would
recommend leaving room to increase protein
a little as a client diets below their metabolic
set point. You might have started fat intake at
20 or 25 percent of calories and could adjust
downward as part of a calorie reduction
during the Core Phase. As the remaining
portion of energy balance, carbs might also
be reduced if needed, but consider carbs just
one variable of many, including training and
cardiovascular volume.
As you approach the metabolic set point—
the body fat level where your body will
noticeably start to resist fat loss—pace will
slow. The Core Phase may
last two to three months,
but is varied based on
how far you have until
you bump into that
metabolic set
point.
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SET POINT PHASE
Weight may not drop as fast, caliper or
other biometric measurements may not show
much progress, but if given enough time, you
will visually see a dramatic hardening of the
physique. At this point, the body fat
percentage is low enough that every pound
lost is a higher percentage of the existing fat
stores—you will see the changes.

That brings us to the Set Point Phase.
Depleted, having been dieting for months,
the met rate is slowing. I mentioned this is
normal metabolic adaptation as the body
is now lighter and more efficient. Fewer
calories are needed. Energy falls and it
can seem like you have to fight for every
ounce of fat loss at this point. It is a grind.
Dropping carbs lower or doing more cardio
may not be the answer; often it’s just
making sure you allow enough time for the
slower rate.

Many people never get past the Set Point
Phase because they run out of time. If you get
to a level of condition that you would describe
as contest ready, and you still have time, you
can incrementally move food to higher levels
as described earlier. You’re forcing the body
into the Metabolic Building Phase, where you
can chase the metabolism upward with
gradual, small increases in food—carbs initially
—which in turn translates into higher energy
and strength in the gym. Regained fullness
and weight can eventually start to increase
even as body fat levels fall. The weight gain is
from higher glycogen stores and associated
water levels in the muscle.
This phase can continue until you’re
very close to off-season, maintenance
levels of food. This is where you will
see the absolute best look. You’ll
now have time to even begin
practicing peaking technique,
manipulate variables, experiment
to find the best approaches
for body type, and walk into
peak week confidently
ready to win.
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METABOLIC BUILDING PHASE

Whenever I do a lecture on peaking, I
simply have to show a competitor’s
pictures from previous contests next to
pictures from dieting in the manner I
describe above—actually having made it to
contest condition weeks before the stage
and then adding food. It is stunning how
much tighter and fuller a person can look
when they’re at a contest-ready body fat
level but with the advantage of building
food intake over time, often considerably.

I lucked into this process by accident. A
long-time client dieted for an early spring
show. Her history included having a very fast
metabolism and easily reaching contest
condition. Neither of us expected her contest
season to be any different. However, she
began treatment for medical issues and had
to withdraw from the show. Two more
attempts to compete that year were changed
because of contest cancellations and
personal timing. We had to pull back from
dieting three times. Finally, as we approached
the last month of dieting, it was evident that
she risked lacking the fullness I knew was
needed. Her weight and condition were very
close to past contests, but we had been
dieting for a longer period of time. She looked
much leaner. I began increasing carbs slowly.
She kept losing body fat. I increased again…
and again... and again until her carbs were at
least double what they were a month prior.
The increased muscle fullness was almost
unbelievable and others commented
immediately. She ended up gaining seven
pounds in that last month, but her skinfold
measurements were halved in that same time.
She was getting fuller and bigger, but leaner
and tighter. Side note: she won the overall pro
world championship as a lightweight after
previously struggling to win a pro card.
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METABOLIC BUILDING PHASE
It can seem self-aggrandizing to discuss pro
title winners and even pro world champions
who have won using this approach, but I
brought up this example of a hard case for a
reason. When in the throes of complicated
dieting, you are creating a reduced metabolic
position. In that calorie deficit, after a long
stretch of dieting, a person will naturally be
the flattest muscularly and smallest possible
at that body composition level. Additionally,
the body isn’t as tolerant to dietary changes.
This is where you are the most carb-sensitive
and risk having such instability that it’s hard to
plan, predict, and manage the peak.

I have repeated this process with
hundreds—maybe thousands—of clients in
two decades since with predictable
success. As carbohydrates are elevated, it
is important to consider moving fat up
slowly as well so all of the calorie increase
isn’t shouldered by carbs. A higher
percentage of fat intake can increase
satiety and increase food flexibility.
Protein increases also might be indicated
as mentioned.
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METABOLIC BUILDING PHASE
As long as the client is still getting tighter,
you can keep making additional increases in
carbs. If you’ve given yourself enough time,
you may reach near-maintenance intake levels
within three to four weeks. I’ve seen this
metabolic ramp-up continue into peak week
for some clients where I’ve had to deviate
from my game plan and make day-to-day
increases. That is quite a different approach
compared to being metabolically suppressed
leading up to the show—and quite a different
result.

Most men can increase carbs in amounts
of 20 to 25 grams per day and women 10
to 15 grams. I would do that for a week, or
at least a few days, to gauge progress. If
weight keeps dropping, add a little more.
If weight stops moving, hold there and
determine if the client is still getting leaner
even though weight is stable. Add more as
you can. As I mentioned, you may actually
even start gaining weight since glycogen
stores will build to higher levels.

I mentioned that this carb-expansion
euphoria has additional benefits. Most of us
know what it’s like to spill over. After eating
too much at one meal, or in one day, we look
watery, filmy, and softer. As the body uses the
additional glucose that is floating around
outside the muscle cells, we excrete the
associated water being held, and look normal
again. Spilling over can be death on contest
day. If this process happens due to mild carb
increases that the body can’t handle, it may
be cleaned up by the next meal or two. Push
carb loading too far, and it may take days.
When the body is used to a higher carb intake,
it’s resilient to these reactions—it’s simply using
carbs faster. Extreme ectomorphs may
generally never even have a problem with
over-carbing. If endomorphic clients reach
this point in the Metabolic Building Phase, you
essentially create the same advantage.
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METABOLIC BUILDING PHASE

As you record food changes and start
associating them with visual change,
you’re creating great documentation to
manage the peaking process. Weeks
before the contest, you’ve already
guaranteed the client will be lean enough
to be compared to the top of their class,
you’ve increased carbs incrementally to
the point they are regaining fullness and
size, and now you can take advantage of
this position to observe and interpret.
Adjust. Observe. Interpret. Adjust. A mirror
of the Scientific Method.
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FINE-TUNING PHASE
You need to give your client every
advantage. Leaner competitors get beat by
bigger ones all the time, but only if the bigger
competitors are still “lean enough” and the
tighter competitors just don’t have the mass to
win. Focus on a safe, best-possible condition
through the Core and Metabolic Set Point
Phases, then successfully make it through the
Metabolic Building Phase to regain as much
fullness and size as possible to merge the best
of both worlds.

There is always much talk about judging
standards and making sure the sport isn’t
comprised of just “dieting contests,” but is
still body building. No argument here, but
you’ll never win a contest if you don’t have
body composition lean enough to at least
rival the best ectomorph threat on the
stage. Even if a client is fortunate enough
to carry a great amount of muscle, they’ll
still be passed by a smaller, tighter
competitor if you don’t do your homework
and execute a flawless plan. That will
never change.

One reason it’s not advantageous to gain
too much body fat in the off-season is that
the longer one has to diet, the lower the
metabolism will potentially drop. Another is
associated lean body mass loss. A faster fatloss pace through a longer dieting phase with
possible metabolic suppression forces many to
diet more aggressively, risk even more
unnecessary muscle
loss, and still not
achieve a best
look.
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FINE-TUNING PHASE
Fat loss should be the furthest thing from
your mind at this point and you should be able
to trust that calorie and carb levels are in the
best place for both hardness and fullness.
Now your attention is turned to the stage.

Finally, after months of dieting, and
hopefully recovering well during the
Metabolic Building Phase, we’re at the
Fine-Tuning Phase. The contest is a couple
of weeks away and you have to start
thinking about the peaking process.
Knowing your clients’ bodies, studying how
they look at different times of the day in
different food intake patterns, and
solidifying a peaking strategy has to the
priority. I hate to be repetitive, but you
can’t do this if you’re still against the wall
with body fat loss.

Understanding body type is a huge
advantage here. If someone is carb-sensitive,
even with an escalating amount of food in the
Metabolic Building Phase, you may need to err
on the side of being conservative and making
sure you control any chance of spilling over. If
you have a faster metabolism and the
tendency to lose size, you don’t want to have
to gamble on carbing up and risking spillover
either—you want to know how much and
when. Science is the process of
experimentation and observation. Analyzing
results, changing parameters, and observing
again is how you’re going to learn to
approach peak week with confidence and
precision. Far too many competitors dread the
peaking process and have no idea how they’re
going to look on contest day. As a coach, you
bear an incredible amount of pressure to
make sure your guidance works. Eliminating as
many pitfalls as possible can open up a clear
path for success. Rolling the dice on gimmicky
tactics is not how you’re going to build
champions.
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FINE-TUNING PHASE
Observe, make notes where you can
compare food intake to how clients look, and
start drawing conclusions. The only caveat I
would throw in is that you have to keep an eye
on the flow of progress, not just that day. If
you eat a particular food and you look a
certain way two hours later, it may be more
due to the entire food intake scheme of the
last three days, workouts, and can even be
somewhat of a fluke. Science is repeatable,
but biology is dynamic. Look for trends over
and over.

If you do indeed get to the last three to
four weeks and your client is in contest
shape, you will be adding food as I
mentioned in the Metabolic Building
Phase. Because a client is so lean, you can
observe changes very well in his or her
body. You will know what being flat looks
like; you’ll see when someone is a little
blurry or incredibly crisp; and you need to
use this valuable information as part of
winning a contest.

It can be difficult to experiment ahead of
time with an entire peaking process, but it can
be worthwhile. Again, repeatability may not
always be perfect as the body is in a different
state—take notes in many circumstances.
Reading what is happening and being able to
fine-tune is the name of the game. Apply
scientific observation and experimentation to
your growing knowledge of nutrition and
peaking and you will solidify
methods to peak well every
time, even though it will
be a little different
every time.
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THE CRITICAL OFF-SEASON
Chet and Natalie—and other high-level
coaches whom I support—all agree that the
best prep can only happen after the best offseason. When you see someone nail a lifetime
best, maybe best-possible condition, it’s
stunning. I’m grateful the Nichols wanted to
contribute to this off-season phase
breakdown. Let's cover some new ground!

Chet and Natalie are national NPC
judges, IFBB Pros, and together own U.S.A.
Physique. The fact that they personally
experience every nuance of competition
life is a big advantage. It’s not a small
addition that they judge at a high level.
That was part of my background—even
promoting contests. It allows us to view
competition from the judge’s perspective.
Then there’s the benefit of having worked
with clients for years, or decades in my
case.
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THE TRANSITION PHASE
For you, the Transition Phase will be a very
short assessment and calibration of
determining if you have any more room to
push calories upward without adding
unwanted body fat.

Like transitioning into pre-contest mode,
there is a marked physiological alteration
when your calorie base moves across the
energy balance threshold. Depending on
how you approached the final weeks of
pre-contest, and your food intake status
immediately after your final contest, your
transition to into the off-season can vary
quite a bit. Some reading this might have
followed The 5 Phases of Dieting,
intentionally or not, and your food intake is
already very close to a neutral energy
balance.

If you were still redlining it to the contest in
an effort to be as lean as possible, your
metabolism is very sensitive to upward change
and body fat accumulation can be rapid.
Recall that when I originally created the
Metabolic Building Phase to assist clients
regain fullness and metabolic capacity before
they stepped on stage, the end result was to
move them as close to maintenance levels of
food intake as possible. Because of the nature
of metabolic recovery, that phenomenon
builds on itself with upward metabolic
pressure. This exact same process engaged
after a contest, instead of before, became
known as Reverse Dieting. If you are
completing a contest prep still dieting
somewhat aggressively, think of your OffSeason Transition Phase as a four-or-so week
of methodically reversing into incremental
calorie increase. One to two hundred calories
per day one week at a time is usually a good
pace. By the time you reach a month, you will
be close to erasing a 500-calorie deficit with
very minimal fat regain.
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THE TRANSITION PHASE

I would always expect a celebratory
meal or two, but if you can refrain from
binging or losing control, you’ll save a
great deal of anabolic potential for the
next phase of your off-season. If you slam
your way up to a quick 10 or 15 pounds of
post-contest weight gain, you’re not likely
going to want to keep gaining weight
through the rest of your off-season when
you could be pulsing through anabolic
phases.

A word about total weight gain and
alternatives before we move on. Body
composition has just as much impact on
anabolism as calorie intake. Some have
proposed it’s better to indeed gain a rapid bit
of weight to move body fat upward after a
contest. Speculation into recovering hormonal
balance and reducing chronic hunger drive
the theory. I simply don’t think it’s necessary to
be impatient and gain unwanted body fat. I
know Chet and Natalie agree, stating, "If you
overfeed in the Transition Phase, you risk an
increase in body fat at an accelerated rate.
This may cause you to miss critical elements of
the off-season you may not get back. The
Transition Phase sets the tone for the
remaining off-season phases." By virtue of
stair-stepping calorie intake upward a bit
more thoughtfully provides key benefits we’ll
talk about next.
How much body fat you intend to gain in the
off-season is part of the Transition Phase
calculus. Remember that the more fat you
gain, the longer you’ll have to diet and the
deeper you’ll likely have to hammer into a
calorie deficit. In 25 years of coaching, that
always means less lean body mass retained. I
know it’s counterintuitive—we like to think the
size and strength we gain at higher body fat
levels is worth it—but once you’re moderately
above your metabolic setpoint, the law of
diminishing returns isn’t in your favor. You gain
much more body fat than lean body mass and
you lose both on your way back to the stage.
We’ll cover how to cycle your gains in the next
couple of phases.
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ANABOLIC SURGE PHASE

Successfully completing the off-season
Transition Phase, either by virtue of a
Metabolic Building Phase and a FineTuning Phase into your final contest, or
reversing your way up incrementally after
the show, should leave you at a place
where most of your calorie deficit has
been erased. But that doesn’t mean food
increases come to an end. Let’s say you
decided 15 pounds from contest weight
was your goal off-season gain.

If the first five or so occurred in the
transition upward with full glycogen tables
and a little body fat, you have given yourself
the opportunity to continue pushing upward to
maximize growing metabolic capacity per
your body composition. At stable—but
different—body fat level positions, your
metabolism fluctuates. I’ll give an example of
my own dieting history. When I competed in
my best condition as a non-PED-using pro
bodybuilder, my weight was around 150
pounds at sub-5-percent body fat. At around
160 pounds, 170 pounds, 180 pounds, and one
off-season up to 200 pounds, my varying offseason levels of body weight all reflected
different metabolic capacities. You know that
at higher body weights, our heart, lungs, and
muscular system all have to work harder. We
burn more calories. Our resting heart rates are
higher. Our cellular metabolism increases. I
had to diet to less than 1,800 calories to
achieve contest weight, and could usually eat
around 2,000 calories a day to maintain a
still-lean 160-pound frame. When I let my
weight migrate up to 170, I needed about
2,200 calories to not lose or gain more. At 180
pounds, I could eat around 2,400 to 2,500
calories. When I tipped the scale at almost
200 pounds, I routinely ate 2,800 to 3,000
calories a day just to not backslide into weight
loss.
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ANABOLIC SURGE PHASE
I don’t want to oversell this anabolic
potential as superhuman or somehow hacking
your physiology into otherworldly gains, but it
is noticeable to most, and it is a discernable
advantage to anyone who has tried it. Again,
a counterargument could be made that simply
being at a higher body comp is more
important than managing calorie sequencing
so closely, but my experience personally, and
with thousands of clients over almost three
decades shows otherwise.

This is the potential power of saving and
planning intentional food increases to
match off-season training for strength and
muscle gain. If you reach your intended
off-season weight rapidly after a contest,
you miss the chance to scale your way up
into higher levels of food consumption and
subsequent training increases. You end up
stuck at maintenance levels of food for the
rest of your off-season.

The way you methodically increased calories
for your Metabolic Building Phase pre-contest,
or your off-season Transition Phase postcontest, is similar to the way you’ll continue
into the Anabolic Surge Phase. You’ll continue
assessing and responding with calorie
increases until you reach your desired body
weight, but methodically with a close eye on
strategy. Depending on your
rate of gain, it could last
from a few weeks to an
entire four or six
months.
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ANABOLIC SURGE PHASE
It still seems unreasonable to me, but I was
in my early 30s—often a peak time of strength
potential, already had almost 20 years of a
training foundation, and was lucky enough to
remain injury-free. That off-season, I moved
my squat from 405 pounds to a lifetime best
500 pounds raw. No knee wraps, no suit, and
not even a solid clasp belt. I don’t think it
would have happened without that first-ever,
highly-disciplined off-season approach. That
is a successful Anabolic Surge Phase.

The most successful Anabolic Surge
Phase I worked through as a competitor
was a perfect half-pound-per-week gain
that I sustained for a full six months.
Coming off of a contest season and solid
Metabolic Building Phase and off-season
Transition Phase, this extended six months
of slowly-increasing anabolism allowed a
shocking gain of strength.
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METABOLIC PULSING PHASE
Those who compete every year might find
that six months of dieting and six months of
off-season limits or shortens the phases of
dieting and off-season quite a bit. But, if you
plan an 18-month or even 2-year cycle
between contests, you can really take
advantage of The 5 Phases of Off-Season to
perhaps also reach life-time records.

But all good things come to an end. We
can’t keep gaining ad nauseum without
unwanted body fat, so at some point we
have to pump the brakes. Once you reach
the top end of where you want your offseason weight, and you feel you have
maxed out potential strength gains, what
are we going to do with the rest of the offseason? Depending how long you have
planned, you might be ready to skip ahead
to the process of finding a good landing
spot to begin your next pre-contest prep
once.

If you find that you have time after a
successful Anabolic Surge Phase, it can be
effective just to keep training hard at your
new, elevated calorie maintenance levels.
Don’t underestimate the value of week after
week of good training in a non-dieting state.
You don’t have to continuously gain weight to
gain muscular density, change shape, and add
the appearance of size. Performanceenhancing anabolic drugs cloud the
objectivity of weight-versus-muscle gain, but
given the same hormonal environment—
comparing apples to apples—you don’t gain
much gross body weight after a year of
aggressive training if you’re a natural athlete.
Case in point: ask any drug-free bodybuilder
to show you photos of his or her first contest
compared to stage shots 10 or 20 years later.
Most often, you’ll find body weight was almost
identical but the appearance of muscle gain
is shocking.
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METABOLIC PULSING PHASE

The Metabolic Pulsing Phase is for the
person who still might have another four or
six months—or longer—of off-season. I
would suggest that after finishing your
Anabolic Surge Phase, it’s time to recover
a bit from the accompanying strength
cycle. I personally like to program training
blocks that match our nutrition goal and
vice versa. While a client has been working
toward strength gains, I use food to push
supportive weight gain up at the pace we
determined.

Bringing that weight-gain pursuit to a close,
we naturally need to ratchet calories back a
bit. Moving away from strength work is a good
time to program a little higher volume in the
form of intensity work. Even if we keep
performing the big lifts like squats and deads,
I might plan higher reps and include some
supersets and giant sets. This metabolic
activity alone could keep calorie needs a little
higher, or you could let your body weight
come down naturally along with the training
change. That doesn’t mean you’re losing
strength or lean body mass—you’re too far
above your metabolic set point; you’ve been in
an anabolic environment now far longer than
acutely; and the change is far too subtle. If
you allow body weight to slip back a little in a
way that isn’t necessarily intentional “dieting,”
it allows for another…here it comes…”pulse”
upward into another strength phase when you
feel it appropriate. Sometimes juts a month or
so of the recovery-based, higher-intensity
work is enough relief before launching into a
different type of strength block. Having the
calorie bank to again move back up to
support the work can be very helpful. Pulsing
like this through the rest of your off-season is
often a great strategy to continue getting the
most from your calorie surplus time before
dieting.
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METABOLIC PULSING PHASE
When you decide to let body weight and
body fat levels ease back for a downward
Pulse Phase, simply eating cleaner with less
indulgences can be all you need. Your goal
shouldn’t be to diet, but to still supply training
and recovery needs close enough to
maintenance levels that you can mitigate the
small amount of body fat that might have
been gained in an upward Pulse Phase. I know
technically you could argue that is dieting, but
the emphasis is subtle change to shift small
amounts of unwanted body fat for very short
time frames.

I think it’s important to mention that I
don’t like “mini-cuts,” or actual dieting in
the off-season. If you’re responsible with
your calorie increases, why would you want
to slam yourself back into a catabolic
state? You can, and I recommend, keep
fat intake around 30 percent of calories as
a standard—more won’t help you gain
muscle. Save room for the most
metabolically-stimulating and anabolic
macronutrient (once appropriate protein
levels are met): carbohydrate.
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METABOLIC PULSING PHASE

Chet and Natalie give a notable
example that details the advantage
gained by ending prep in the Metabolic
Building or Fine-Tuning Phases. A recent
wellness competitor entered the Metabolic
Building Phase eight weeks prior to
competing at an IFBB Pro Qualifier.
Chat explained that she executed the 5
Phases of Contest Prep after ending the
off-season weighing 142 pounds. Over the
course of her prep, she dieted down to 120
pounds.

During the Set Point Phase, she hit a stall
and hovered around the same weight for
about two weeks. Instead of panicking and
dropping substantial amounts of calories,
risking an unnecessary downregulating of her
metabolism, they remained steady in their
approach of subtle adjustments, giving
adequate time for observation and
assessment. Around the fourth week of her
stall, she broke through her set point and fat
loss resumed at an accelerated rate. After
two weeks of further small adjustments, she
entered the Metabolic Building Phase and
started introducing more calories. Over the
course of the next 8 weeks, they reduced
steady state cardio to a mere 15 minutes a
day. Calories increased from 1,139 per day at
125 pounds to 2,145 calories per day at 121
pounds, all prior to peak week. That is an
increase of 1,006 calories a day and a loss of
5 pounds.
Now in the Off-Season Metabolic
Pulsing Phase, they started shifting
programming emphasis towards
hypertrophy adaptations, food increases
per hunger, and performance in the gym.
Her metabolic rate was taken out of the
equation because that goal was
accomplished before her previous prep
ended. Three months post prep, she is less
than 100 calories away from her highest
calorie level from her previous offseason,
yet 14 pounds lighter with noticeable
muscular gains. All that remains now is
balancing her physique based on division
criteria and current judging trends.
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ANABOLIC THRESHOLD PHASE
If we can hold this final phase for a full
month and perhaps still reach personal
records in strength, or at least stay at our
strongest positions of the year for key lifts,
we’re close to completing a perfect offseason.

As a client nears the final two months of
off-season, I start looking for the body
comp and weight we agreed to begin
official prep. At this point we’re no longer
looking for surges or upward pulses
through which to cycle, but one final
upward Pulse Phase that does not create
body fat gain. We want to know we’re at
maximum food intake that pushes
maintenance calories to the limit.

If you feel strength slipping, it might not be
a matter of food intake, but you should check
training volume and recovery. That’s an
assumption throughout the entire off-season,
but heading into prep where calorie deficits
will cut into recovery, it’s essential that you
start managing overreaching and rest at this
point. You should still have maximum calories
through the Anabolic Threshold Phase, but
you’re not surging forward into surpluses, and
that can make a difference in recovery.
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DOWNSHIFT PHASE
The Downshift Phase should appear to be
much like the Pre-Contest Diet Transition
Phase, but the exception is you are not locked
into official prep-level dieting. You’re simply
taking a step in that direction. One good side
effect of the Downshift Phase is that you will
start tapping the Metabolic Switch toward
body fat loss. Muscle glycogen levels will drop
a bit if you are reaching toward a small body
fat reduction and the Transition Phase of your
prep will be smooth. Much like the Downshift
Phase, you still want to strive for strengthbased, lean body mass-gain training, but
you’re operating just under or at maintenance
levels of calories depending on your needs to
reach your weight goal for beginning prep.
Now it’s time to set your sights on prep.
With one month before you start your
official contest diet, strength at maximum
levels, make sure you will begin your prep
at the weight you intend. If it takes a slight
or even moderate drop in calories,
consider this phase the bridge to precontest. You certainly won’t lose lean body
mass, and likely won’t see strength reduce,
but to settle into cleaner, diet-friendly
foods and accurate macro tracking can be
a critical final step for off-season.

Now it’s time to start back at the 5 Phases
of Pre-Contest Dieting and start the entire
process again, this time with the leanest body
mass possible, your strongest level
of metabolic capacity, and at
the body composition that
can make your prep
successful.
Go get it!
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CHET'S EPILOGUE
Of all the questions clients ask, “When can I
start prep?” must be at the top of the list.
From a competitor’s perspective, it is a
rational question to ask, but the problem lies
within the answer itself. A universal answer
does not exist. The metabolic rate, weight,
body composition, and an overall physique
assessment are the main metrics we assess.
We focus heavily on strength and volume
increases to measure progress, and the clients
see it too, but most competitors still focus on
their physique alone. After all, that is what
they are judged on. But context matters too.

Natalie and I aren't fans of picking a
particular show until clients are six to eight
weeks out from their ideal physique. Our
motto, “Don’t let the show decide the prep,
let the prep decide the show!” speaks to
that point directly. It puts the client on the
front end of the Metabolic Building Phase
of prep. Avoid the “self-imposed prison”
clients create when they commit to a
specific show too early. We consider that
mindset in the off-season too.

Each client may have something different
we are waiting to see. Much like the “selfimposed prison” previously discussed, giving a
specific timeframe to start prep could be
setting the client up for failure. I would argue
the same applies for the off-season. It is like
trying to fit a square peg in a round hole and
expecting it to work. This poses a potential
psychological area of concern. Obvious
physique changes are not seen often during
the off-season. They do occur, but they're not
as frequent and dramatic as observed in prep
when the layers of body fat start to come off.
And the metrics we observe cannot be
predicted.
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CHET'S EPILOGUE

Adherence to the process and genetics
play a significant role too. And just like
prep, too many unforeseen things usually
occur. This often leads to a fear of the
unknown, a psychological disadvantage of
uncertainty which breeds doubt, and that
can affect adherence to nutrition and
performance in the gym. In addition, most
clients have jobs and many have families.
There is a distinct benefit of knowing when
to check the boxes and schedule events
that could interfere with prep as the end
of off-season approaches.

One of the benefits of the 5 Phases of OffSeason is that it gives the client milestones to
achieve along the way. A set of short-term
goals by default. With each passing phase the
client successfully completes, they have the
satisfaction of knowing they are making
sufficient progress and a new goal is
imminent.
The Anabolic Threshold Phase is a good
example as a place to start having the
conversation about prep. It signals the clock is
winding down. Once the client has passed
though that final upward pulse and entered
the Downward Shift phase, they know there
are only a few weeks or so to check the
remaining boxes and get into the right
mindset to start prep.
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RESOURCES
We'd love to hear from you and keep great
information flowing through our sport and
the nutrition industry!
You can check out our social media:
primarily IG, YouTube, and FB -

Don't forget to check out our podcasts - Contest Prep University
- Mind-Muscle Connection
- USA Physique Podcast

@joeklemczewski
@usaphysique

And through our sites thedietdoc.com
teamusaphysique.com

Or directly via email dr.joe@thedietdoc.com
info@teamusaphysique.com

If you're interested in furthering your career as
a competitor, always feel free to reach out! If
you're a coach interested in breaking through,
we certify, license, and mentor coaches via:
- Nutrition Coaching Global Mastermind
- National Academy of Metabolic Science
- Sport Nutrition Association
- Apex Coach Nutrition
Business Development
Program
Find more info at
thedietdoc.com
or contact Joe
directly. He's
waiting

